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Presentation Notes
In this session we will go through some of the core information about the call but without repeating lots of the detail which is already available in the documents on funding finder. Those documents remain the authoritative source you should consult when considering an application and a link is included on the slide. I will cover the generic information that applies to all the 25 opportunities listed in the call.

https://www.ukri.org/opportunity/esrc-policy-fellowships-2021/


About thecall
Supporting academics, home and host institutions committed to the 
exchange between academia and policy

Co-funded by ESRC, AHRC and government partners

Hosted by 10 UK and devolved government departments

Lasting up to 18 months starting between December 2021 – March 2022, across 
three phases: inception, placement and impact/KE.

Up to £135k value at FEC (paid at standard 80% rate), plus additional funds for 
project-specific and KE activity costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These Policy Fellowships provide an exciting and high profile opportunity for Fellows to develop their career and their understanding of how research is applied in government contexts by scoping and delivering new research activity and working to strengthen engagement between government and academia.Fellows will have the opportunity to undertake cutting edge research to inform decision making in key policy areas. They will also join the new ESRC cohort of academics with a long term commitment to enhancing the understanding between policy and academia, helping to shape and develop this in important ways. The Fellowships are funded by the ESRC, the AHRC and a range of government partners. Fellowships will be hosted by 10 government host departments.Each will last up to 18 months, starting from December 2021, structured across three stages that we will say more about shortly.You can apply at this stage for up to £135,000 at full economic cost value –  which will be paid at the standard  UKRI rate of 80% - and there are additional funds available to successful candidates which we will say more about later.



The 2021 
Policy 
Fellowships

ESRC Policy Fellowships Call: Partners and themes
Partner Topics 

BEIS Net Zero - Behavioural Science and Data Science

CO Evaluation Taskforce, National Security

DEFRA Net Zero and Behavioural Science

DfT Decarbonising Transport, post-COVID Recovery and 
Levelling Up

FCDO (with AHRC) Geographic Focus, Trade, Disinformation, National 
Security, Non-Proliferation

HO Economic Crime, Cyber Crime 

MHCLG Net Zero

MoJ Evaluation

Scottish Gov Equalities Data, Health Inequalities, Social Care

Welsh Gov Education, Net Zero, Foresight

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the full overview of the opportunities with each host. But the host is only one way to understand the range of opportunities – and indeed ESRC and the hosts hope that successful Fellows will build relationships across departments based on other common areas of focus. For example, it may be useful to think about them in terms of policy areas such as COVID recovery, policy evaluation, Health and Social Care, National Security and Foreign Policy, Crime and Justice, NetZero or equalities and levelling up. And while covering a wide range of academic expertise and disciplines it is possible to see quite a big cluster of opportunity in regards to Behavioural Sciences, particularly in regards to Net Zero and COVID recovery but also on crime, evaluation, and even in foreign policy. There is also a wider focus on new approaches to evaluation, mixed methods in regards to health and social care as well as Levelling up in transport policy. And the foreign policy and national security roles with the FCDO and Cabinet Office seek a wide spread of expertise across ESRC and AHRC remits. So we encourage all potential applicants to read through the opportunities carefully to work out where their skills and expertise may fit best.



Inception phase from December 2021 to March 2022 to 
co-produce project scope and organise security 
clearance

Fellowship Stages

3 months

up to
3 months

Apply for up to £10k  
(FEC) for additional  
project-specific costs

Apply for up to £5k  
(FEC) for additional  
KE/ impact costs

Core placement with government host, expected to start 
after Spring 2022

Impact and knowledge exchange phase, for agreed  
wider engagement and publication activity

6 to 12 
months

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of the Fellowships will have three linked stages to provide greater opportunities for engagement between the fellow, the hosts and their home institutions. Inception:The inception phase will commence between December 2021 and March 2022, please see specific fellowship opportunities for exact timing requirements. This will be used to co-produce your final fellowship scope with your host, for other preliminary activity required for induction into the cohort of policy fellows, and for security clearance.Your expected time commitment during this period is up to 0.2 full-time equivalent (FTE). During this period, you will remain based at your host research organisation but will join in-person or virtual inception meetings with your host and ESRC or AHRC as required, subject to COVID-19 restrictions.During this phase, once the final focus of the placement is agreed you will also be able to apply for up to £10,000 (full economic cost) in further funding to support additional placement-specific travel and subsistence costs, placement-specific mentorship and/or specific training requirements that were not included in your original application.Core placement:Following this inception phase, fellows will move into the core placement with their hosts. We expect that this will start from spring 2022. The duration, time commitments and location of work will depend on the specific opportunity (see individual opportunities for details).  During this time, line management and support will be provided by the host. Fellows will also be expected take up opportunities for connection with the ESRC and AHRC. KE/Impact:After the core placement completes, you will return to your host research organisation, and will be supported for an additional period to maximise knowledge exchange and impact through agreed wider engagement and publication activity. You can apply for funding to cover a period of up to three months at up to 0.2 FTE maximum commitment to undertake this activity. You will again have an opportunity to apply for additional funding of up to £5,000 to support your plan for this phase, and will apply for this during the core placement once plans can be more fully developed and agreed.



Opportunities 
presented
at Webinar 1:

Covid Recovery and 
Net Zero

• BEIS Net Zero Behavioural Science fellowship
• BEIS Net Zero Digital or Data Social Science 

fellowship
• DEFRA Behavioural science and Net Zero 

fellowship
• DEFRA Waste Behaviour fellowship
• MHCLG Climate Change fellowship
• WG Sustainable Futures fellowship
• WG Environment and Rural Affairs fellowship
• WG Skills, Higher Education and Lifelong 

Learning (SHELL) fellowship
• DfT Decarbonising Transport fellowship
• DfT Covid Recovery User Focus fellowship



Department for Business, Energy & Industrial 
Strategy (BEIS)

BEIS Net Zero Behavioural Science fellowship
Opportunity to use behavioural science skills to improve policy making on net 
zero across government.

BEIS Net Zero Digital or Data Social Science fellowship 
Net zero digital or data social scientist working closely with net zero policy 
teams and social research.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BEIS Net Zero Behavioural Science fellowship and BEIS Net Zero Digital or Data Social Science fellowshipIn BEIS we have two exciting roles that will allow you to work at the heart of policy making and analysis around Net Zero. Both of these roles will cut across both BEIS’ Energy Social Research & Analysis Team and one of the central net zero policy teams that focuses on supporting the public to make green choices. The teams are really friendly and a lot of them have come from academia. We also have strong links with all of the major academic centres in this area. Importantly, we recognise that people may want to apply from a range of areas, so we can be incredibly flexible in terms of working patterns, times and locations. So, overall, the roles will give you really good insight into how behavioural, social and data science research can feed into policy across a range of net zero areas in practice.   Looking at the two roles in more detail, one of the roles will focus on behavioural science. We’ve kept this deliberately very open to enable the research fellow to embed themselves in the research and policy teams and work collaboratively to assess where they can have the biggest impact on policy and on their professional development. However, the ultimate objective for this role is to maximise the impact and influence of behavioural science on net zero policy. This could be in a huge range of ways, spanning from identifying or piloting possible new initiatives to support green choices, creating better links between the academic community and government on net zero behavioural science, or really helping to support the implementation of large policies that are being rolled out. It’s a very broad role and the team cover lots of areas around net zero and energy, including the central net zero strategy team for government so this really is a blank canvas opportunity to have a big impact.   The second role will work at the interface of digital or data science and social science. This role is equally just as open and we think a really good first few months of the role could be to really get to know all of policy areas and do a review of where data or digital social science could add most value to policy making. The rest of the fellowship could then focus on one or two of those and BEIS could look into filling the other suggested areas through other means if needed. We don’t want to narrow down the role too much of this stage as it will depend on the interests and skills of the fellow, as well as policy needs, but it could include a wide range of things, such as supporting the development of digital tools, exploring the provision of real time data and insight around net zero, or agent based modelling – it really is that broad in terms of the types of fellows we’re open to.    We are fortunate to have a lot of research funds available that could be used to support suitable projects or similarly we could commission work to support both of the secondees. Finally, to give a bit more colour, a lot of these fellowships have emerged as a result of a hugely successful secondment from a senior academic . She acted as an expert public engagement advisor to government and really impacted a lot of our thinking on net zero policies. During her time with us, she shaped a wide net zero research programme and published a number of influential research papers as well. She had a huge impact in BEIS and also got a lot from it on a professional level and, similarly for this role, we’ll be very supportive of publishing work and support career development in academia or even in government if you end up being converted! So, in summary, it really is an excellent and unique opportunity, and I hope this has encouraged you to apply. 



Department for Environment, Food & 
Rural Affairs (DEFRA)

DEFRA Behavioural science and Net Zero fellowship
This fellowship will explore which individual or societal behaviour change 
approaches Defra should prioritise to deliver the largest greenhouse gas 
benefits, alongside wider environmental benefits.

DEFRA Waste Behaviour fellowship
This fellowship will explore behaviour change within product consumption, 
identifying where consumers would be most amenable to changing the way 
they consume.

Presenter
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DEFRA: Behavioural science and Net Zero (and 25 year environment plan) We propose appointing a research fellow to explore which individual or societal behaviour change approaches Defra should prioritise to deliver the largest greenhouse gas (GHG) benefits, alongside wider environmental benefits. The scope and deliverables are to be defined depending on policy needs and expertise of the researcher. As a preliminary proposal, a mixed method social science project is proposed, supplemented by an assessment of GHG impacts of various behaviours in collaboration with natural scientists. The precise scope of the fellowship will be agreed with the research fellow.Deliverables may include:A brief review of existing evidence on key behaviours to meet net zero and 25 YEP goals, including barriers to behaviour change, and trade-offs and synergies between behaviours within Defra sectors and targets (bringing together existing evidence reviews and products)A methodology to assess CO2 impacts of the behaviours (working with natural scientists)Mapping out what behaviour change is required to reach GHG targets and the 25 YEP goals, and by whom, in key delivery areasAssessment of feasibility of achieving behaviour change at a scale in key delivery areasDevelopment of example road maps for behaviour change to achieve CO2 reduction and 25 YEP goalsDesigning behavioural interventions to achieve behaviour change in key delivery areasPotential field work on a select number of interventionsDEFRA Waste behaviour - PCWe are looking for a research fellow to both work in the resources and waste policy area, looking into product consumption habits and behaviour change, and to provide wider behavioural expertise and upskilling to Defra teams. The scope and deliverables, as well as the split between different activities, are to be defined depending on policy needs and expertise of the researcher. Our initial proposal is for the waste prevention part of the project to focus on the acceptability for changes in consumer consumption habits as a contribution to delivering net zero.Deliverables for this research may include:Reviewing and synthesising the existing evidence base on consumer behaviours and behaviour change with respect to product consumption and waste. Identifying types of products where consumers would be most amenable to changing the way they consume, e.g. moving from owning products to leasing/service-based approaches, amenability to re-use, or repairing products if it was built into design.Considering behaviour change opportunities as part of the product design process. This could include identifying opportunities for behaviour change in new types of product design (e.g. modular phones) and mainstreaming the behaviours.Developing and testing interventions, both on producers and consumers, to deliver consumer behaviour change, exploring the effect of interventions across different demographics.



Ministry of Housing, Communities & 
Local Government (MHCLG)

MHCLG Climate Change fellowship
Opportunity for a behavioural scientist to work on individual and 
community behaviours in relation to net zero.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are looking for a social scientist to work on individual and community behaviours in relation to net zero.Department/team·       The department: MHCLG is responsible for national policy on housing and the planning system, local economic growth and levelling up, and stewardship of local government.·       Our team - the Chief Scientific Adviser's office is a small team that works across the department. We are responsible for:·       ensuring that the department’s policies are supported by the best science and engineering advice available·       advising ministers and senior officials on science and engineering Role·       In terms of your role, the objectives are to:·       help us develop the associated research and evidence base around net zero, and;·       develop connections between MHCLG and the research community.·       We envisage you will be working across the department with different policy teams on cross-cutting policy and research questions. For example:·       how the COVID pandemic has affected behaviours, and what are the implications of this for disincentivising or incentivising net zero behaviours?·       What are the most effective interventions to support improved local growth outcomes and moving towards a net zero future in tandem?·       influencing change at an individual (i.e. landlords and homeowners) and organisational (i.e. the construction or local government sector) level. Activities ·       There is significant scope for you to shape the role with us, and identify where we can use your expertise to have an impact on our net zero policies.·       We would agree specific deliverables with you every 2-3 months.·       In practical terms….your activities day-to-day activities could include:·       Creating evidence summaries, reviews and analysis to meet policy needs·       Developing credible evidence-based assumptions to underpin policy·       designing and organising policy workshops – to provide academic challenge·       Happy to answer any questions during the Q&A!



Welsh Government
WG Sustainable Futures fellowship 

Policy development and strategic foresight associated with the drivers and 
trends affecting Wales achievement of the national well-being goals under the 
Well-being of Future Generations Act.

WG Environment and Rural Affairs fellowship
Apply behavioural science to policy development and implementation and 
develop a bespoke research programme in climate change and food systems.

WG Skills, Higher Education and Lifelong Learning (SHELL) 
fellowship

To review and analyse the evidence base for policy designed to limit the 
impact of COVID-19 controls and changed education methods on learner 
attainment and well-being.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WG Sustainable Futures fellowshipThe sustainable futures division (the team I work in) is looking for a policy fellow to lead on the development of our Strategic Foresight and Futures programme.This work would be centred around policy development with a particular focus on the trends that impact Wales’ ability to achieve its national well-being goals.These goals are linked to a unique piece of Welsh legislation, the ‘Well-being of Future Generations Act’, which puts in place a framework for us to contribute to the global sustainable development agenda, and it also requires public bodies in Wales to think about the long term.Part of that legislation requires us to publish a report every parliamentary term that looks at the trends that are likely to affect Wales’ future.The key area the policy fellow would be working on would be taking this agenda forward: applying the Report, and developing capability here in Welsh Government.They would work closely with the Future Trends Technical Group, and our internal Strategic Foresight Group to provide policy analysis and support better policy- making in Government and wider society.Our team often provides strategic advice to the First Minister and other Ministers, so there will also be opportunities to support this work, but also feed into our networks of international partners to share best practice.We’re looking for someone with a strong understanding of futures thinking, strategy, and how these can be applied to policy, but also someone willing and interested in sharing knowledge with partners at the national and international levels.WG Environment and Rural Affairs fellowshipI am delighted to have the opportunity to speak to you all about our Fellowship placement within the Environment and Rural Affairs Department in the Welsh Government.We are a small team that works across the Department that covers farming, fishing, forestry, food and environment. The Fellowship will be focussed on supporting and advising the agriculture and land reform policy teams in applying behavioural science to implementing the new support regime and the climate change mitigation programme.Agriculture in the UK is under immense pressure to change in response to societal pressures of leaving the EU, more liberal trading arrangements with the rest of world and the demands for tackling the climate and biodiversity crises. Wales has a very different agriculture industry compared to the rest of the UK, driven by our largely upland geography. This creates particular social challenges, including, isolation, language and connectivity. A largely traditional sector, where around 90% of the actors are not primarily motivated by profit means that achieving change at pace is complex and nuanced.The placement will be focussed on the agriculture sector but will need to work closely with other policy areas that either need the changes or can support the changes, including forest policy, food policy and public health.The fellow will be embedded within my evidence team, we will provide support, advice and guidance on working in Government. In addition, the fellow will be part of a wider Government social and behavioural science network, this group will provide peer support, guidance and critical challenge to help the successful applicant navigate working in Government.This role gives someone a unique opportunity to work directly in a high profile, fast moving, emerging policy landscape, learning how to use science to improve policy development and implementation, but also see up close the challenges of embedding evidence in policy making.WG Skills, Higher Education and Lifelong Learning (SHELL) fellowshipThe placement will be in the Covid Post-16 Education Recovery Team working very closely with the Director of SHELL and also with analysts across our Knowledge and Analytical Services or KAS. KAS covers Statistics, Geography and Information, Data Science and Government Social Researchers.The team where the Fellow will be based will develop policy to support learners and the staff of post 16 educational institutions in Wales as they work to improve their well-being and educational attainment in the wake of the disruption to learning and lives since the onset of the pandemic. However, the Welsh Government response is being developed across children and learners of all ages so liaison across a numbers of policy teams will be essential.The placement will involve working in the heart of policy development in an area which is evolving and where evidence is continually emerging. It will involve working in collaboration with analysts, policy makers and senior decision makers.Key activities will include collation and synthesise of research, promoting knowledge transfer from others research activity, consideration of appropriate evaluation measures, identifying evidence gaps and recommending solutions. Supporting the team in their engagement with ministers and communication with education providers, stakeholders and student representatives will be another element of the work.The SHELL Directorate has a proven track record of working with academics from a range of universities on policy reviews, evidence gathering and programme evaluation and look forward to welcoming a Fellow to work in this important area.



Department for Transport (DfT)

DfT Decarbonising Transport fellowship
To investigate and build an evidence base related to an intervention that 
would reduce carbon emissions from the transport sector.

DfT Covid Recovery User Focus fellowship
Opportunity to help DfT to better use evidence and analysis to help meet its 
strategic priority to ‘improve transport for the user.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DfT Decarbonising Transport fellowshipTransport is now the largest carbon emitting sector in the UK economy and reducing carbon in this area is essential if we are to meet our legally binding carbon targets. Our recently published Transport Decarbonisation Plan, sets out the overall path to decarbonising the sector. However there is still much work to be done to deliver the necessary carbon savings. We are seeking support in the development of further interventions to reduce carbon from transport.There are many potential avenues for investigation and we would be open to discussing any proposals the fellow has in this regard. Although there may be areas of interest that we already believe are covered elsewhere or of limited impact. As such we’d be keen to discuss potential areas for investigation. Examples of possible areas of work include:· How we change consumer behaviour to encourage carbon reduction from private car use in the period before fleet electrification (e.g. mode shift/car sharing etc).· A consideration of the second hand market and the potential levers that could increase the rate of petrol and diesel cars leaving the car fleet.The successful fellow will sit in the Environment and Future Mobility directorate but engage across a wide range of DfT policy teams. It is hoped that the successful candidate will regularly engage with subject matter experts within DfT whilst developing and delivering their work. It would be ideal if you could occasionally visit the London office, but full time office attendance is not required.Expected outputs are negotiable, but likely to include: interim reports / presentations; final report and presentations (for presentation at a steering group or board, the most suitable board will be confirmed once the topic is confirmed).DfT Covid Recovery User Focus fellowshipImproving transport for the user is one of DfT’s key priorities. For this we want to build confidence in the transport network as the country recovers from Covid-19 and improve transport users’ experience, ensuring that the network is safe, reliable, and inclusive.· Policy is developing in this area, so flexibility and early engagement on topics to cover will be crucial. But there are two key areas of interest with which the policy Fellow could engage:Ø What could the Department do to operationalise its priority of putting the user at the heart of transport policy and delivery? How do we better build user centred evidence and user centred practice into what we do?Ø How do we apply this in the specific policy area of Covid recovery? For example, how do we build our understanding of the many different user groups (urban vs rural; young vs old; anxious vs not anxious etc) – to ensure that we have a transport system that works for everyone in the context of Covid recovery?· This role is based in DfT’s Central Research Team and will engage across a wide range of DfT policy teams and analysts. You will be part of a team of 14 social researchers and behavioural scientists who are experienced in delivering social and behavioural science research and advice to shape the Department’s most pressing cross-cutting challenges, including Covid response and recovery, decarbonisation policy and the Future of Transport.



Opportunities 
presented 
at Webinar 2:

Evaluation, 
Inequalities & 
Levelling up and 
Health & Social Care

 CO Evaluation Task Force fellowship
 DfT Connectivity Levelling Up fellowship
 MoJ Evidence fellowship
 MoJ Experimentation and Evaluation 

fellowship
 SG Equality Data fellowship
 SG Health Inequalities fellowship
 SG Social Care fellowship



Cabinet Office

CO Evaluation Task Force fellowship

Opportunity to shape a reform programme at the heart of 
government, to drive a step change in evaluation, evidence-
based decision-making and outcomes for the public

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CO Evaluation Task ForceContext of the role:ETF was set up after Spending Review 2020 to ensure evidence sits at the heart of spending decisions. A lot of ministerial support. Growing interest in evaluation across government. Working closely with departments across Whitehall and spending teams within HM  Treasury as well external stakeholders such as the What Works Centres and other research organisations and funders.Policy impact opportunities:ensuring robust evidence on the effectiveness of policies and programmes sits at the heart of government spending decisions (ie decisions to continue, expand, modify or stop particular programmes or policies)�Information on the team and ways of working:A 15 person team - currently at 8 people. Consists of a deputy director (head of the team), evaluation leads who account manage department and relevant spending team, senior evaluation advisers who provide support to leads, and junior policy advisers and research officers.London based - expecting our office to be in 1 Horse Guards near Treasury spending teams but this is TBC. Hybrid working (office and home working)



Department for Transport (DfT)

DfT Connectivity Levelling Up fellowship

Opportunity to provide theoretical and applied economic analysis to 
the question of how transport can best support the economic and 
social levelling-up of places.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DfT Levelling up & ConnectivityThe Government has stated it wants to ‘level-up’ the country. DfT is keen to understand how transport can contribute to levelling-up. This brings with it a broad range of economic and social research questions, including:· How does transport affect the economic and social development of places?· Which transport improvements are most likely to improve local economic and social development of places? Are the benefits additional or mainly displacement?· What types of improvements are most effective, ranging from large improvements such as High Speed Rail to local transport such as local roads, bus, light rail and active travel?· How does this vary from place to place, including by type of place (city, town, rural), population (skills, business environment) and existing travel behaviour and transport provision? Are there any straightforward criteria or guidelines that could suggest where improvements should be made and what those should be, or are places so varied that this is not possible?· How should transport and other policies (e.g. planning and development, education, skills, business location, business environment, skills) be designed to maximise economic and social development of places?· How does the quality of experience for transport users affects local economies, quality of life, the pride people have in their localities and the attractiveness of places to live, work and set up business?The role would help to provide theoretical and applied economic analysis to the question of how transport can best support the economic and social levelling-up of places. It is too early to specify outputs, but we would expect these to be a combination of analytical papers across some of the questions above, as well as providing views and analysis as inputs to decision-making and advice to Ministers.The individual would work closely with three analytical teams that work closely together on levelling-up. These are the Strategy Unit, Local & Regional Transport Analysis and Transport Appraisal & Strategic Modelling. Each of these teams has a mix of analysts that provide analysis to support policy development. DfT has a very positive and supportive culture and other analysts and policy officials would also provide support and assistance.



Ministry of Justice (MoJ)
MoJ Evidence fellowship
Harnessing interdisciplinary expertise to push the boundaries 

in the use of evidence for justice policy and practice.

MoJ Experimentation and Evaluation fellowship
Utilising technical expertise and innovation in experimentation 

and evaluation methodology to support justice policy and 
practice.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Pushing the boundaries in the use of evidence for justice policy and practice The Ministry of Justice (MoJ) are seeking to embed a Fellow within the newly created Evidence and Partnerships Hub in Data and Analytical Services Directorate (DASD). The Fellow will play a crucial role in maximising the impact of evidence and external expertise for fundamental policy decisions. The Fellow will push the boundaries in the ‘traditional’ use of evidence and expertise within justice research/policy, including the application of cross-discipline methodologies, scientific techniques, and the use of international evidence. The Fellow will be flexibly deployed to a range of teams across MoJ to support policymakers and analysts to understand the evidence base and drive innovative evidence-based solutions to address high-profile, complex, and priority policy challenges. This is likely to include: Translating complex academic research for the application of policy and practice proposals Identifying, overseeing and delivering evidence syntheses in complex policy areas The scoping of ‘emergency’ evidence gaps in line with emerging ministerial and departmental priorities. The Fellow will develop a framework and principles for evidence synthesis to feed into the creation of a department-wide evidence library. This will contribute to the policy narrative and support effective knowledge management across the department. The Fellow will have the opportunity to work on numerous projects that cut across the breadth of the Department’s policy responsibilities, addressing priority research questions in the MoJ Areas of Research Interest. Exact topics would be determined by departmental priorities at the time of the Fellowship, shaped by the Fellow’s interests and input. The Fellow will benefit from wider support, networking opportunities, and learning and development available to DASD, giving them a richer experience during their Fellowship. The Fellow will be supported by the DASD Evidence and Partnerships Hub in the translation, dissemination, and application of their work for policymakers, including via knowledge exchange opportunities such as seminars and roundtables.   2. Utilising technical expertise and innovation in experimentation and evaluation methodology to support justice policy and practice The Ministry of Justice (MoJ) are seeking to embed a Fellow within the newly created Experimentation and Evaluation Hub in Data and Analytical Services Directorate (DASD). The Fellow will enhance the capability and consistency in experimentation and evaluation. The Fellow will help in developing a systematic and comprehensive experimentation and evaluation framework, to alter and innovate MoJ’s testing and trialling approach and culture in policymaking. The fellow will play a key role in developing a practical compendium/toolkit to embed our experimentation strategy, by applying theoretical experimentation approaches and methods to complex problems in a policy specific context. The Fellow will lead one trial in an MoJ policy/operational area, to showcase, implement and embed the framework. The Fellow will develop best practice guidance to support the framework and novel ways of working that use cutting-edge thinking on experimentation in social policy.  The Fellow will provide expert advice and critical review for ongoing experimentation and evaluation projects, ensuring that all projects are making use of the most proportionate and suitable research approaches and analytical techniques. The Fellow will have exposure to projects and evaluations that cut across the breadth of the Department’s policy responsibilities, addressing priority research questions in the MoJ Areas of Research Interest. Exact topics would be determined by departmental priorities at the time of the Fellowship, shaped by the Fellow’s interests and input. 



Scottish Government
SG Equality Data fellowship
 This role will lead on aspects of the Scottish government’s Equality Data 

Improvement programme, strengthening Scotland’s equalities evidence 
base for better policy-making and outcomes.

SG Health Inequalities fellowship
 Advocate and support evidence-based change to reduce health 

inequalities and improve women’s health in Scotland.

SG Social Care fellowship
 Research to underpin social care policy development and implementation 

for the National Care Service.

Presenter
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SG Equality Data·       This fellowship provides the opportunity to engage with, and lead on, selected projects within the Scottish Government's new Equality Data Improvement Programme. Through this fellowship, you would be contributing to the strengthening of the equality evidence base in Scotland and to the mainstreaming of equalities across the public sector.·       The work of the fellow is a key component of our ambitious 18 month Equality Data Improvement Programme that will raise awareness of why equality data is needed and how it can be used to improve policy-making and outcomes. The programme will achieve this through the sharing of good practice and the strengthening and development of equality data sets for analysis. Work undertaken as part of this programme will lay the foundation for Scotland's next Equality Evidence Strategy.·       There are a variety of projects within the programme that might evolve between now and the commencement of the fellowship.·       Although we are looking for a fellow with sound and demonstrable skills and experience of carrying out mixed methods research, there is some flexibility in the specific project work taken forward as part of the fellowship to make best use of the fellow's skills.·       To provide some examples of the types of projects that could be taken forward - a more qualitative researcher undertake work with stakeholder organisations to understand fears that people with protected characteristics may experience responding to surveys and what positive messaging would help to reduce fears and encourage participation in surveys.  Alternatively, a more quantitative researcher may wish to lead on a project related to data linkage or data development.·       When undertaking this fellowship, you would be a member of the Equality Analysis team that sits within Communities Analysis Division of the Scottish Government. The fellowship will be full-time and based in Edinburgh, and there is likely to be scope for some home working.SG Health Inequalities· Health inequalities and women’s health are two high priority policy areas for the Scottish Government. Ensuring that ‘we live long, healthy and active lives regardless of where we come from’ is a key objective of the Scottish Government’s National Performance Framework. The Scottish Government has a Minister for Public Health, Women’s Health and Sport, and publication of a Women’s Health Plan is a priority for the first 100 days of the newly elected Scottish Government.· It’s essential that interventions in these priority policy areas are supported with cutting-edge research and evidence on what works, for whom, and why. This is why we’ve chosen to create an ESRC research fellowship covering women’s health and health inequalities.· Knowledge exchange opportunities for the research fellow will include regular engagement with analytical and policy teams to develop and provide analytical advice; participation in government research projects on health inequalities and women’s health; collaboration with key Scottish Government partners and stakeholders, such as Public Health Scotland and the Glasgow Centre for Population Health; and participation in seminars, webinars and learning events to share research findings.· The fellow will work as part of the Population Health Analysis Unit within the Scottish Government’s Health and Social Care Analysis Division. The Population Health Analysis Unit is a multidisciplinary team of social researchers, statisticians, and economists. The team covers a broad range of work including developing, reporting and briefing on official statistics; undertaking modelling, economic appraisals and evaluations; undertaking evidence reviews, and delivering research and evaluation to support policy teams working on population health issues across the Scottish Government’s Health and Social Care DirectoratesSG Social Care fellowshipSocial care policy and analysis are a high priority area for the Scottish Government. The Independent Review of Adult Social Care highlighted the urgent need for improvements to adult social care in Scotland. The Scottish Government aims to introduce legislation within the first year of the current parliament to establish a new National Care Service.· High quality, timely and accessible evidence will be essential for the redesign and reconfiguration of services as well as planning for monitoring progress and outcomes.· This fellowship will form part of the important work to continue to build the evidence base on social care in the context of the development of the National Care Service.· The fellow will work as part of the Social Care Analytical Unit, a multi-disciplinary team of researchers, statisticians, economists and operational researchers who work closely with policy colleagues.· Potential areas of focus are suggested but the fellowship opportunity can be tailored to the individual’s skills and expertise in line with the broader policy context.· Knowledge exchange opportunities for the research fellow will include regular engagement with analytical and policy teams to develop and provide analytical advice; participation in government research projects; collaboration with key Scottish Government partners and stakeholders; and participation in seminars, webinars and learning events to share research findings. The fellow will also be expected to engage with the expanding social care research infrastructure in Scotland.



Opportunities 
presented 
at Webinar 3:

Crime, National 
Security and Foreign 
Policy

• HO Cyber Crime fellowship
• HO Economic Crime fellowship
• CO National Security fellowship
• FCDO Foreign Policy and Disinformation 

fellowship
• FCDO Geographical Focus fellowship
• FCDO International Trade Law fellowship
• FCDO National Security and the international 

digital and telecoms environment fellowship
• FCDO Non-Proliferation fellowship



Home Office

HO Cyber Crime fellowship
Evaluating the impact of cyber security behaviour change 

interventions.

HO Economic Crime fellowship
Developing the evidence base on economic crime.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HO Cyber Crime and Economic Crime fellowshipsThere are two roles we are advertising at the Home Office placed within my team, which provides analytical support to policy makers and law enforcement on economic crime (including fraud, money laundering, corruption) and cyber crime. My team comprises social researchers, statisticians and economists and we are part of a wider unit called Home Office Analysis and Insight. The successful applicants would be responsible for designing and undertaking their own projects, but also take part in day-to-day life of a government analyst - working with a multi-disciplinary team to resolve fast-turn around policy and ministerial queries and getting hands on experience about how evidence informs policy development.The first role on cyber crime, is largely framed around the policy area called Cyber Protect i.e. understanding how we better protect individuals and businesses from becoming victims of cyber crime. ‘Cyber Crime’ in this context relates to computer misuse offences, e.g. creation and spread of viruses or other malware, hacking, DDoS attacks etc. We know we have lots of initiatives that attempt to raise awareness amongst people about how to protect themselves from these kinds of crimes. However we have limited understanding of how impactful these initiatives are on changing behaviours and understanding what overall difference they are making in terms of crime prevention.Our key questions are:- How do we best track and monitor Cyber Protect performance, collectively across government? This would be thinking about the whole programme of Protect work, and involve collaboration with partners such as NCSC and DCMS.- How do we specifically measure impacts on behaviour change and understand longer-term impacts on reducing crime?- Overall, how effective are the Protect initiatives that government and law enforcement have introduced?- What else could the Cyber Protect community invest in, or improve, in future?Desirable skill sets for applicants therefore include project or programme monitoring and evaluation, as well as sound quantitative and qualitative skills. Knowledge of cyber crime or cyber security would be beneficial, as would broader experience working in the behaviour change space. However, depending on the skill sets of the individual applicant there would also be opportunity to work on other cyber crime areas, e.g. helping build the evidence base on key threat areas such as ransomware, or providing particular technical cyber security insights. We are flexible and very happy to discuss these opportunities with applicantsOur second opportunity relates to economic crime. We’re at a really exciting point in time in terms of trying to drive reform in the economic crime area. However, the hidden and international nature of crimes such as fraud, money laundering and corruption, means that analytically they are really challenging areas. Economic crime is also an area that hasn’t traditionally received as much research focus as other crime types and we therefore have lots of evidence gaps in this space.We brought together some of these gaps in our economic crime research strategy publication this year. The task of our successful applicant will be to help us develop one or more research projects to address some of these gaps. The specific research questions tackled would be formed in close collaboration with policy teams to prioritise and establish the most impactful and viable research projects. We are open in terms of the topic or methodologies chosen, and they could include anything from:• Offenders, criminal pathways and networks.• The links between different types of economic crime and other crimes e.g. computer misuse.• Business experiences of economic crime, including sectoral differences.• What works in preventing and disrupting economic crime.We really welcome creative and innovative ideas to tackle these problems and are keen for our successful applicant to lead on designing and delivering impactful work in this space. We are open to applicants with a range of methodological experience, but applicants with a good grounding and flexibility in using both quantitative and qualitative methods, as well evaluation approaches, will find this role presents a range of opportunities for them. Previous experience or knowledge of economic crime (or crime prevention in general) is desirable, but we will also consider those with other backgrounds as well.



Cabinet Office

CO National Security fellowship

Design and conduct a gap analysis across national security and 
international policy with the aim of developing meaningful 
research questions, contributing to the NSS Areas of Research 
Interest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CO National Security fellowshipThe Better Use of Evidence Team in the Cabinet Office National Security Secretariat is delighted to have been successful in its bid to offer an ESRC Policy Fellowship.What?● We are inviting expressions of interest from the academic research community to design and conduct a gap analysis across National Security and International Policy.● The scope of the gap analysis will reflect the key thematic areas identified in the report on the Government’s Integrated Review of Security, Defence, Development and Foreign Policy, published in March 2021.● This gap analysis will then form the basis for further activities to develop effective communication and engagement between the national security secretariat and the external research community. These will include formulation of meaningful research questions to contribute to the National Security Secretariat’s published statement of Areas of Research Interest and development of an associated engagement plan.Where?● The fellowship would be hosted by the CO National Security Secretariat. The National Security Secretariat supports the National Security Council and the Prime Minister by providing expert advice on a range of policy issues and ensures that all national security activity is effectively coordinated across government.● We expect to continue with our current hybrid working model. This means that the successful applicant would have the option of working remotely but would be required to come into the London office occasionally.When?● We are offering a 12-month core placement. We would envisage the 3-month inception phase starting in February 2022 to allow time for Security Check (SC) clearance.Who are we looking for?● We think our offer would suit an early career post-doctoral researcher. We are looking for strong social research and analytical skills, excellent communication and collaboration skills across diverse stakeholder groups, and a demonstrated interest in the themes under the Integrated Review Strategic Pillars: science and technology, security and defence, international policy and resilience.What can we offer?● We offer an opportunity to provide advice and influence at the heart of government on security and foreign policy decisions.● An opportunity to develop a network of policy and analytical professionals through engagement with government officials and academics in relevant policy areas.● An opportunity to develop a broad understanding of national security and international policy research needs; and to apply and develop existing skills to help shape the evidence landscape by raising awareness of existing evidence and contributing to the Cabinet Office Areas of Research Interest to fill evidence gaps.● Support and mentorship from senior government social science and policy experts.



Foreign, Commonwealth & Development Office (FCDO) (co-
funded with AHRC)

 Foreign Policy and Disinformation fellowship

 Geographical Focus fellowship

 International Trade Law fellowship

 National Security and the international digital and telecoms environment 
fellowship

 Non-Proliferation fellowship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Foreign, Commonwealth & Development Office (FCDO) opportunitiesThe context/objectives of the roles The FCDO unites development and diplomacy in one new departmentFive Foreign Policy fellowships: disinformation; geographic focus (Indo-Pacific, Middle East and North Africa or Europe); international trade law; national security and international digital and telecoms environment; non-proliferation; Subject matter expertise and awareness of UK foreign policy required Opportunities for policy input / KEWorking with FCDO policymakers can provide opportunities to inform decision-makingProvide advice on a range of topics linked to the roleTasks include: writing papers and shorter notes, providing oral briefings, meeting partners, organising masterclassesDetails of team and ways of workingFellows are integrated into the FCDO and are placed within a policy teamExpectation to work across the organizationFellows have a line manager + additional support and mentoringFlexible working: remote + physical presence in central London (subject to COVID 19 restrictions)Clear and succinct communication is key, highlighting policy relevanceCollaborative work, sometimes delivering to tight deadlinesSecurity clearance



Application and 
assessment process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just to reiterate - the Funding Finder advert has all  the relevant links and supporting  documents you will need to  submit the application.



Who can apply?



Person specification
Essential
 an economic or social science-focused researcher 

- For the FCDO Fellowships only, arts and humanities 
researchers are also eligible to apply

 based at an eligible UKRI research organisation

 hold a PhD or equivalent research experience

 early to mid-career researcher

 meet any additional eligibility criteria for the specific fellowship 
opportunity you are applying for

 have subject matter and analytical expertise and skills relevant 
to the specific fellowship you are applying for (see attachments 
below)

 be able to work effectively at pace to deliver expected 
outcomes, including working as part of a team on shared goals

 have excellent written and verbal communication skills, with the 
ability to translate complex information into meaningful narrative 
that is accessible to a non-academic audience

Desirable
• excellent stakeholder engagement and 

collaboration skills

• insight into working in a governmental context

• the ability to design and lead on knowledge 
exchange activity between research, policy and 
funder communities

Please note, additional assessment 
criteria specific to the skills and 
experience required for each 
fellowship is set out in the 
opportunity guidance. Please make 
sure to reference this in your 
application through the case for 
support section.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The materials on Funding Finder list the person  specification and eligibility  requirements, as shown on the  slide. Applicants should note that there are additional assessment criteria specific to the skills and experience required for each fellowship is set out in the opportunity guidance. Please make sure to reference this in your application through the case for support section.



Criteria in the Fellowship 
Opportunities
Detailed guidance on context, scope, logistics and 
requirements is available for each fellowship 
opportunity to help shape your application, covering:
• Host department and sub-departments
• Summary of the role, including potential policy 

topics, methodology and KE opportunities
• Relevant academic disciplines
• Relevant career stages
• Duration and FTE commitment of core placement
• Location and travel requirements
• Security clearance
• Additional skills and experience required

Guidance available under ‘Additional Information’ section 
on the call website: https://www.ukri.org/opportunity/esrc-
policy-fellowships-2021/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To help you navigate the specific opportunity, here is an example listing and a list of the key information in these.The key point for you to think about is how you make sure in your application and case for support that you respond to both the common criteria and requirements that cross all of the fellowship opportunities, and the additional skills and criteria specifically mentioned in the opportunity listing for the specific fellowship you are applying for.

https://www.ukri.org/opportunity/esrc-policy-fellowships-2021/


Eligibility – career stage
• Open to applicants with a PhD or equivalent research 

experience.
• Open to both early and mid-career academics but some 

opportunities have specific requirements
• Early career (ECR) status is not timebound definition
• ECRs must be supported by a mentor in their institution
• You cannot apply if you hold a professorship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please note that for questions that are very specific to your personal case, it will be better to email the team at  ESRCPolicyImpact@esrc.ukri.org.  Holding a Phd or demonstrable equivalent experience is a requirement for this call.Holding a PhD in this case means not just having submitted but having been awarded your doctorate.The opportunity to demonstrate equivalent experience is intended recognise diverse research career trajectories by extending eligibility to individuals who have been in a research focused role for a substantive period but have not obtained a PhD. Applicants who wish to make a case for equivalency will need to demonstrate that they have achieved a post-doctoral level of research expertise and experience while working in a professional research role through their CV and a specific section in their case for support.  The call is open to both early and mid career researchers, though some opportunities have specific requirements related to this so do check. It is not open to applicants who hold a professorship.Please note that ECR status is not timebound. You should articulate in your case for support why you believe ECR status applies to you. If helpful, ESRC works to guidelines that an ECR is someone who has yet to make the transition to be an independent researcher (where an independent researcher is understood to be someone who has submitted their own research proposal and taken on the role of principal investigator).Mid-career academics are those who have transitioned to be an independent researcher in a professional research role up to but not including professorial level. If you are an early career researcher (ECR), we want to ensure you are supported well in your fellowship so we do require your institution to provide appropriate mentorship as part of your application. In brief this should be support from a more  experienced academic at your institution with dedicated time to provide you with appropriate support. Once the fellowship focus is identified during the inception phase, all fellows – not only ECRs - may be able to receive funding to support topic or  methodologically focused  mentorship, but for ECRs we think this more broad ranging support should be in place throughout. Confirming this support is a key requirement for your institution and it can of course be costed into proposals.   



Eligibility: nationality
No nationality requirements 
Hosts and UKRI are not able to support visa applications for the 

fellowships
Applicants need to have the right to work in the UK for the duration 

of the fellowship
Some processes in regard to security clearance require residency 

information (please check specific opportunity)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are no nationality requirements related to the fellowshipsDue to the duration and FTE of the fellowships, hosts and UKRI are not in a position to support visa applications for this role.Applicants would need to have the right to work in the UK at the time of application and for the duration of the fellowship.Please note that some levels of security clearance require residency information which can be delayed if you have lived abroad in recent years (please check specific opportunity for security clearance requirements).



Eligibility: employment status
You do not need to be current employee at what will be the 

grant-holding institution prior to applying.
Head of department letter must confirm that the applicant would 

be accepted into the department for the purpose of undertaking 
the Fellowship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In regards to employment status, you do not need to be current employee at what will be the grant-holding institution when you submit your application.But if this is the case,  Research Organisation hosting them will need to confirm their support for the grant in the HoD statement. For example, the host RO will need to submit the proposal, host the applicant for the duration of the fellowship and they are also committing to providing the 20% funding, as well as funds to undertake knowledge exchange and impact activity (if successful). In the case of Early Career Researchers applicants, they would also be confirming they would provide mentorship support. 



Eligibility: security clearance
Each fellowship states their specific requirements in regard 

to security clearance.
 The full list and explanation of the vetting clearance levels can 

be found here
Security clearance will be obtained during inception period. In 

some cases, security clearance processes may need to 
start prior to inception.
Passing the necessary security clearance will be a condition to 

move to the core phase of the fellowship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may have seen that each opportunity states the necessary security clearance needed. These vary from lighter touch DBS checks to different degrees of vetting. You must familiarise yourself with the requirements of the opportunity you are interested in and refer to the guidance which we have linked to here as well to help you understand what will be required. Because of the nature of these roles, Fellows will have to pass the necessary clearance before they are able to move to the core placement phase. For most fellows this will be completed in the three month inception phase but in some cases you may need to start the security clearance process earlier to avoid delays to the start of the full placement. The opportunity descriptions do flag where hosts have identified this may be an issue, but may also depend on individual circumstances.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/united-kingdom-security-vetting-clearance-levels/national-security-vetting-clearance-levels


What can I apply for?



At applicationstage
• Up to 18 months funding with an overall limit of £135,000 (100% FEC)

• Staff: Applicant staff costs; administrative support; ECR mentorship costs
• T&S: Meetings with hosts and cohort events with ESRC or AHRC, knowledge 

exchange activities
• Other directly incurred costs: Any additional costs associated with the  

requirements of the inception and placement phases
• Estates and indirect costs

Successful applicantsonly
• Up to £15,000 (100% FEC): additional project costs e.g. travel, mentorship, training, 

knowledge exchange and impact related activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As previously explained, the funders  will meet 80% of the full  economic costs on proposals  submitted and the home institution is expected to support the  remaining 20%.     Most costs except estates and indirect costs will need to be fully  justified in the proposal. We  strongly suggest you seek help  from your research office or  similar support in the submitting  institution to help ensure that you  complete your costings and  justification of resources sections  appropriately.   There is also extensive and call-specific guidance on costs we expect to see in the Je-S guidance document on funding funder and you must consult this carefully.  From a funding perspective, it is worth noting that this fellowship goes beyond costs to just buy-out fellows’ time from their  universities. You can also apply for costs like travel and subsistence, or other additional  costs you have to meet in order  to undertake the activity within  the inception and placement  phases. This includes costs for  general mentorship support for  ECRs, as well as for example for caring or other accessibility  related costs.     Successful applicants will also be able to apply for additional placement-related costs, up to a total  maximum full economic cost of  £15,000. This includes up to  £10k for costs identified during  the inception phase that are needed for successful  completion of the placement  phase of the fellowship (eg. additional travel, or bespoke mentorship or training) There is also up to £5k available for costs to support knowledge exchange and impact related activity during the placement and impact phases.    Full details on how these additional costs will be requested and  approved will be shared with  successful applicants. So for now  just note that they are part of the  wider picture but you should not  request these costs at this stage.   If you are not sure if you can include  a specific cost in your proposal,  please contact the ESRC for  further advice to avoid having ineligible costs removed at a later stage.  



How ToApply



Je-S: The Funding Application
 Applications made through the Joint Electronic Submission system (Je-S).
Mandatory attachments:
 Case for Support
 CV, including one-page publication summary list
 Justification of resources
 Head of Department Statement
 Mentor CV (if applicable)

Further information on the application process can be found in the Je-S guidance 
document under ‘Supporting documents’ section on call webpage: 
https://www.ukri.org/opportunity/esrc-policy-fellowships-2021/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As with all proposals submitted to the ESRC,  applications will be made through  the Joint Electronic Submission  system, (or Je-S) and Je-S  Guidance is published alongside  the call which I would strongly  encourage you all to read in  detail even if you have used Je-S  extensively before as there are highly call specific details included.    As Je-S is built for large research proposals, some standard sections will be irrelevant for this submission. So  please make sure you follow the  instructions in the call specific  Je-S guidance closely, for  example using set text when  instructed to do so and ensuring you have included all attachments listed here.You should read carefully what is  expected in the case for support, again as  set out in the Je-S guidance  document.  If you are an ECR your head of department statement will also need a statement from  your research organisation confirming their mentorship support commitment.   To note, Ethical information is not required at application stage for  this call but successful applicants  will be required to adhere to the partner’s Civil Service Code and ESRC’s Framework for  Research Ethics and  consideration of this will form an  important part of the inception phase.

https://je-s.rcuk.ac.uk/JeS2WebLoginSite/Login.aspx
https://www.ukri.org/opportunity/esrc-policy-fellowships-2021/


Je-S: The Funding Application

Further information on the application process can be found in the Je-S guidance 
document under ‘Supporting documents’ section on call webpage: 
https://www.ukri.org/opportunity/esrc-policy-fellowships-2021/

You can only apply for one opportunity
Use the title of the opportunity in your project title on Je-S
Specify which opportunity you are applying for at the top of your 

case for support
 If you’re willing to be considered for alternative opportunities in 

the call by the panel, copy the specified statement provided in 
the Je-S guidance into your case for support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can only apply for one opportunity within your application and should address the general assessment criteria and the opportunity specific criteria for that fellowship in your case for support.Your Project title in JeS must include the title of the opportunity in the format specified in the Je-S guidance. If you are unsure of the title associated with your fellowship title, please refer to the guidance on the particular opportunity you wish to apply for. You should also make sure you state the specific opportunity you are applying for at the top of your case for support.There is an option to flag potential interest in alternative opportunities using the set text set out in the Je-S guidance within your application

https://www.ukri.org/opportunity/esrc-policy-fellowships-2021/


Assessment Process
 Assessment will have two stages.

o Assessment and shortlisting by academic and non-academic expert panel
o Interview of shortlisted applicants by panel members and hosts

 Interviews are expected to take place remotely in October 2021 – all 
applicants will be told the potential dates when the call closes.

 We expect the funding decision will be communicated by end October 2021.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assessment for this call is via a two-stage process of shortlisting and interview stage.   This will be done by a mixed panel of academic and non-academics stakeholders with relevant  expertise followed by an interview stage with panel members and the relevant government hosts. Interviews will be held remotely.We will inform all applicants the potential  dates for interviews when the call  closes, and also when they will be  notified if they have been  shortlisted.  We expect to inform applicants of the funding decision by late October 2021



Contacts
Call queries ESRCPolicyImpact@esrc.ukri.org
 Je-S System queries JeSHelp@je-s.ukri.org

Please fill in the survey to help us learn from these webinars and 
make sure they are valuable to future potential applicants:

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/R5N8G9Y

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please do take the time to complete the survey, your feedback is very much appreciated to ensure these events are as valuable as possibleWe would like to wish all applicants the best of luck with your applicationThank you very much to our hosts and all of you for your participation. The slides and an FAQ document will be circulated after the event.

mailto:ESRCPolicyImpact@esrc.ukri.org
mailto:JeSHelp@je-s.ukri.org
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/R5N8G9Y


ESRC Policy Fellowships 2021 
Applicant Webinar Q&As 



Index - Applicant Webinar Q&As 
 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON APPLICATION AND ASSESSMENT PROCESS 
WHO CAN APPLY? 
WHAT CAN I APPLY FOR? 
HOW TO APPLY 

 FELLOWSHIP STAGES AND REQUIREMENTS 

 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT SPECIFIC FELLOWSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 
SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT EQUALITY DATA FELLOWSHIP 
MINISTRY OF JUSTICE EXPERIMENTATION AND EVALUATION FELLOWSHIP 
FOREIGN, COMMONWEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT OFFICE GEOGRAPHICAL FOCUS 

FELLOWSHIP 
CABINET OFFICE NATIONAL SECURITY FELLOWSHIP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Detailed guidance on opportunities available and how to apply is available on the UKRI funding call page: https://www.ukri.org/opportunity/esrc-policy-fellowships-2021/ • The fellowship opportunity descriptions in the Additional Documents section provide comprehensive information on scope and requirements for each fellowship. • The Je-S guidance available in the Supporting Documents section provides a clear step by step overview of the application process. • If you have specific questions not covered in the guidance, please direct them to ESRC via esrcpolicyimpact@esrc.ukri.org. Please do not contact host departments directly. Thank you for your interest in the ESRC Policy Fellowships 



 Q: Do candidates have to be based in the UK nation hosting the opportunity e.g. Scotland for 
Scottish Government fellowships? 

 No, but applicants do need to be based at an eligible UKRI organisation for the duration of the 
fellowship and be based in the UK even when working remotely for the fellowships. More information 
on eligibility can be found here. 

 Q: Will applicants need to demonstrate their university contract extends beyond the end of the 
KE & Impact phase? 

 No, the head of department statement will only need to confirm that they are able to host applicants for 
the duration of the fellowship, which includes the knowledge exchange (KE) phase. 

 Q: Are the opportunities open to job sharing arrangements? 
 Only one individual can be appointed to each opportunity and it is not possible to apply under a job-

share scheme. 

Who can apply?

https://www.ukri.org/apply-for-funding/before-you-apply/check-if-you-are-eligible-for-research-and-innovation-funding/who-can-apply-for-funding/#contents-list


 Q: Do applicants need to hold a PhD in order to apply? 
 This opportunity is open to applicants with a PhD or equivalent research experience. If you don’t hold a PhD, 

you will be required to demonstrate that you have equivalent experience. This is to extend eligibility to 
individuals who have been in a research focused role for a substantive period but have not obtained a PhD. 
Being enrolled in a PhD programme or close to finalising one is not sufficient on its own to demonstrate 
equivalence. Applicants who wish to make a case for equivalency will need to demonstrate that they have post-
doctoral level research expertise and experience, while working in a professional research role, whether or not 
they are also engaged in a PhD programme. This equivalence should be demonstrated in the applicant CV and 
must be explicitly address in the proposal case for support. 

 Q: Some fellowships are advertised as applicable to both early or mid-career researchers. How will the 
evaluation of applications take this into consideration? 

 Where hosts have indicated they are open to fellows of either career level this will be reflected in assessment of 
proposals. There is no direct relationship between research career stage and suitability for these roles and all 
applications will be assessed against the same core criteria. For early career researchers this will include 
assessment of the contribution of the mentorship support which they must include in their application. 

Who can apply?



What can I apply for?
 Q: How is funding split for the policy fellowships? 
 The standard ESRC full economic cost (FEC) funding model applies - an 80% fEC contribution is 

being met by funders including ESRC and host departments and the remaining 20% by the 
applicant’s research organisation (RO). 

 Q: What is the financial commitment of the host research organisation for additional costs 
agreed at the inception phase of the project? 

 The applicant’s host research organisation (RO) will be expected to contribute 20% of up to £15,000 
for justified additional costs, in accordance with the standard ESRC funding model. Confirmation of 
the host RO’s commitment to contribute to any additional costs claimed in the inception phase needs 
to be included in the Head of Department letter of support that should be submitted as part of the 
application. 

 Q: Will the applicant’s salary be covered during the inception phase? 
 Up to 0.2 FTE effort and associated costs can be applied for during the inception phase. This includes 

salary but also a range of other eligible costs, as explained in the Je-S guidance on the funding 
opportunity page. 



What can I apply for?

 Q: Should costings include the time of the mentor for ECRs? 
 Yes, justified costs can be requested to support the mentor’s contribution to the fellowship and 

should be detailed in your Justification of Resources attachment.
 Q: Should the cost of applicant's time for the inception and impact phase be included within 

the £135,000 budget? 
 Yes, costs for the applicant’s time in both phases should be included in the fellowship application, 

within the maximum £135,000 budget. 
 Q: Please could you provide more detail on costing for ‘caring responsibilities’? 
 The costs of covering caring responsibilities, beyond that required to meet the normal contracted 

requirements of the applicants’ job and which are directly related to the project, may be requested 
as a Directly Incurred (DI) cost if the applicants’ institutional policy is to reimburse them. However, 
costs associated with covering caring responsibilities during normal working patterns may not be 
sought. 



What can I apply for?

 Q: What will the £15,000 of additional funding for successful applicants cover? 

 Successful applicants will be able to apply for additional project related costs identified during their 
fellowship, up to a maximum value of £15,000 at 100% Full Economic Cost (fEC) and funded at 80% 
fEC. This includes up to £10,000 for costs identified during the inception phase as required for 
successful completion of the placement phase of the fellowship to support placement-specific travel 
and subsistence costs, mentorship and/or specific training requirements that were not included in the 
original application as well as up to £5000 for costs to support knowledge exchange and impact related 
activity during the placement and impact phases. Full details on how these costs will be requested and 
approved will be shared with successful applicants. Therefore, such costs must not be requested at 
this stage. 



How to apply
 Q: Do applicants need to submit a research proposal? 
 No, this call is not about proposing detailed research projects but rather showing how your skills and experience 

match those required for the fellowship role. The opportunity descriptions available on the call page show you 
what the focus for each Fellowship is, and the main call opportunity describes the common features of all the 
Fellowships. However, the final programme of activity will be co-produced between the fellow and the host during 
the inception phase. You must specify which fellowship you want to apply for and tailor your application to that 
opportunity. 

 Q: Can applicants apply for more than one fellowship? 
 You can only apply for one fellowship opportunity and should tailor your application to its requirements. However, 

if you would be willing for your application to be considered for alternative fellowship opportunities if the panel 
considers this appropriate, please copy the following statement into your Case for Support after the title of the 
fellowship you are applying for: “I consent to the assessment panel allocating my application to a different 
fellowship opportunity of this call based on their assessment of my skills and experience as outlined in my 
application.” 



How to apply

 Q: What are the requirements in the application for a one-page publication summary list? 
 A one-page list of the applicant’s most relevant and recent publications should be included in the 

applicant CV. Any bibliography for references cited in the proposal should be attached under the ‘list of 
publications’ attachments. 

 Q: Can applicants specify more than one mentor, or include one from a different institution? 
 We want to ensure that ECRs are well supported in the placement fellowships. This ECR mentorship is 

expected to be from an experienced academic with dedicated time to provide appropriate support. ECR 
applicants’ ROs must provide appropriate mentorship from within their institution and this should be 
clearly detailed in fellowship proposals. How this is spread across individuals within the RO will depend 
on what the ECR Fellow’s needs are, and the mentorship model proposed should be explained in the 
application. During the inception phase all fellows – not only ECRs - may be able to include a request 
to support topic or methodologically focused mentorship from within or beyond their home institution as 
part of any application for the additional funding available at that stage. 



How to apply

 Q: What information is required in the Staff Duties section? 
 Applicants should clearly stipulate their time commitment for each phase throughout the fellowship 

(inception, core placement, KE) and are invited to outline their time commitment and expectations of 
the role in response to requirements set out in the Funding Opportunity. Ensure that it is clear why it 
is necessary for you to perform this role at the resource level you have requested and how this is 
aligned with the specific opportunity requirements set out in the specification. The role of any 
additional staff members involved in the project should also be summarised in this section. Only the 
following justified staff costs are eligible: 

- A small amount of justified administrative support for the fellow, this will require sufficient justification 
in your Justification of Resources attachment 
- Mentorship support for Early Career Researchers applying to the call. 



Fellowship stages and requirements
 Q: Can the duration of the fellowships vary depending on the FTE commitment? 
 Each fellowship opportunity has specific indications of the available range for both FTE and duration 

which applicants must follow. No fellowship can have a core placement extended beyond 12 months. 
 Q: Is there any flexibility around the time commitments advertised for each opportunity? 
 For both inception and KE phases applicants can apply for up to 0.2FTE maximum but can apply for 

less time if considered appropriate. Time commitments for the core placement phase are clearly stated 
in the opportunity guidance for each fellowship, and many indicate a flexible range of time commitment, 
so please refer to this in the first instance. There are a range of full and part-time opportunities with 
remote and flexible working options available. 

 Q: Is there scope for fellows to work across hosts during the fellowship? 
 The individual roles will be based in particular hosts and will be focused on themes as set out in the 

priorities outlined by each host in the opportunity guidance, however, hosts are keen to support 
collaboration across the cohort through knowledge exchange activities during the fellowship as well as 
engagement with other government departments and stakeholders where appropriate. Plans for this 
can be developed in partnership with the host if successful. 



Fellowship stages and requirements

 Q: How would successful applicants transition to the inception phase from current 
commitments? 

 The inception phase is designed to ensure that sufficient preparation time is in place for the Fellow and 
the Host to co-develop the full scope of the placement and to prepare for this phase. This is to ensure 
that the fellow and the host can get the most out of the placement. The host and fellow will work 
together to determine how this time is used and this will depend on individual circumstances and the 
proposed opportunity. Funding to support up to 0.2FTE for the Fellow is available for this phase. 

 Q: Are there opportunities for interested applicants to engage with hosts around future 
collaboration? 

 At this stage applicants should not contact hosts directly - all queries should be directed to ESRC at 
esrcpolicyimpact@esrc.ukri.org As this is a pilot scheme, ESRC will evaluate the scope and interest 
based on applications received and there may be future fellowship opportunities in due course so 
please do keep an eye on the UKRI funding opportunities website. 



 SG EQUALITY DATA FELLOWSHIP 
 Q: Could the Scottish Government Equality Data fellowship hosts provide more information on the mixed 

methods criteria in the opportunity specification? 
 No specific statistical technique or experience is required for this fellowship, and hosts are open to tailoring the 

opportunity to applicants’ experience and interests outlined in their application and interview where possible. Both 
quantitative and qualitative methods experience are desirable for the fellowship. 

 MOJ EXPERIMENTATION AND EVALUATION FELLOWSHIP 
 Q: Could the Ministry of Justice hosts provide more information on their interest in developing the 

evaluation & experimentation methodologies in the opportunity criteria? 
 Innovative methodologies are encouraged as part of the MoJ’s Transformation Agenda and encouraging new ways 

of working in the Data and Analytical Services Directorate. The team are keen to adopt testing and trialling 
approaches for different policy interventions to facilitate timely responses to challenges based on emerging 
findings as well as enhancing capacity for other social evaluation methods. 

Fellowship Opportunities



Fellowship Opportunities

 FCDO GEOGRAPHICAL FOCUS FELLOWSHIP 
 Q: Are the FCDO Geographic Focus fellowship hosts open to a broader range of regional 

expertise? 
 The Indo Pacific, Middle-East and North Africa (MENA) or Europe are the geographic areas of 

relevance for this opportunity. Applicants don’t need to be area specialists but experience of working 
on the regions specified in the opportunity criteria is desirable and applicants from a broad range of 
disciplinary backgrounds are encouraged. Applicants are encouraged to take a look at 2021 Integrated 
Review of Security, Defence, Development and Foreign Policy to familiarise themselves with the 
strategic context and priorities: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/global-britain-in-a-
competitive-age-the-integrated-review-of-security-defence-development-and-foreign-policy

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/global-britain-in-a-competitive-age-the-integrated-review-of-security-defence-development-and-foreign-policy


Fellowship opportunities

 CO NATIONAL SECURITY FELLOWSHIP 
 Q: Could the Cabinet Office National Security fellowship hosts provide more information on the 

Areas of Research Interest in the opportunity specification? 
 Applicants are not required to submit a proposal in their application relating to the ARIs, rather the 

department will assess expertise and experience in accordance with the criteria as set out in the 
opportunity guidance. CO NSS Areas of Research Interest are due to be published soon but for the 
purposes of the application, fellows are encouraged to take a look at 2021 Integrated Review of 
Security, Defence, Development and Foreign Policy to familiarise themselves with the strategic context 
and priorities: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/global-britain-in-a-competitive-age-the-
integrated-review-of-security-defence-development-and-foreign-policy

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/global-britain-in-a-competitive-age-the-integrated-review-of-security-defence-development-and-foreign-policy
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